
 

ITF WORLD SENIORS TEAMS CHAMPIONSHIPS, FLORIDA, USA 

AUSTRIA CUP TEAM THROUGH TO THE FINAL 

Having won its round robin section, our Austria Cup (55+) team of Glenn Busby, Mike Ford, Ron Evans and 

Colin Holgate has made the final of the men’s 55 Teams championships after beating France 2-1 in the 

semi-final. Mike lost his singles 2 and 2 and down 3-6 after the first set, Glenn Busby fought hard to win the 

next two sets 2 and 2. At one rubber each, Glenn and Mike teamed to win the doubles 2 and 1 in straight 

sets. Australia now meets the strong USA team that defeated Mexico 2-0 in the other semi-final. 

The Fred Perry Cup (50+) team of Bruce Ferguson, Simon Arms, Martin Warwick and Peter Gard lost its 

quarter-final against Spain, 0-3. In the following play-off match against Austria, they lost this too at 3-0. 

However this consigned the team to position seven or eight out of 26 teams which is a credible 

performance. 

In the 45+ age group, the Dubler Cup team of Igor Jovanovic, Garry Nadebaum, Mark Hodgson and Guido 

Schouteten lost its quarter-final 0-3 to the top-seeded French team. In the play-off for positions 5-8, it 

defeated Chile 2-1 with Igor winning 4 and 3 and Gary winning in three sets, 3-6, 7-6(2), 6-3. Our Aussie 

team will play Argentina (seeded 7) for positions 5 and 6.  It is a most creditable performance by this team 

to finish either in fifth or sixth position out of 24 teams.  

The Tony Trabert Cup (40+) team of Martin Richards, Brett Patten, Matt Olsen and Rhys McDougall lost its 

play-off match for positions 15-21 against Chile 1-2. Matt won in three sets and Martin lost in straight sets 

and Matt and Rhys lost the doubles in three sets. In its following match against Slovakia it won  3-0 with 

Rhys winning his singles 0 and 0, Martin winning 1 and 0 and Martin and Matt teaming together in the 

doubles to win 3 and 0. The team will now play India to decide places 19 and 20. 

Andrew Tavella, Adam Alessandrini and Adam Bick made up the Italia Cup Team (35+) and finished second 

in its round robin section. In the subsequent play-off for positions 8-14, it won against Costa Rica, 2-0 with 

Adam A. and Andrew winning in straight sets. In its following match against Mexico, it again won 2-0 with 

Adam A. winning in three sets, 6-4, 6-7, 6-2, and Andrew winning in straight sets 1 and 4. It will now play 

Croatia for position 8 and 9 to complete a most creditable representation for Australia. Twenty-three teams 

competed in this age group. 

After winning its round robin section, the Maureen Connolly Cup (55+) team of Ros Balodis, Fiona Walker, 

Wendy Harrison and Helen Shea lost to the powerful USA (1) in the semi-finals. Ros lost to Diane Barker 2 

and 0; Wendy lost to Susan Wright 0 and 2 and Ros and Helen lost the doubles to Tina Karwasky and 

Carolyn Nichols 2 and 2. In the play-off for positions 3 and 4, Australia played France and lost 1-2. With Ros 

unable to play due to an injury, Fiona and Helen lost  their singles in straight sets but Helen teaming with 

Wendy won their doubles 5 and 5 to finish 4th out of 13 teams.  



 

The W55 team of Wendy Harrison, Ros Balodis, Fiona Walker and Helen Shea which finished 4th in the Connolly Cup 

pictured with winners USA 

Brenda Foster, Wanda Howes, Diane Cassel and Sara Goddard made up our Maria Bueno Cup (50+) team 

and, after the round robin section, played off for positions 6-10. It was drawn against South Africa and 

unfortunately lost 1-2. Brenda won her singles 2 and 2; Wanda lost her singles 2 and 3 and Wanda and 

Diane lost their doubles 0 and 5. This lost consigned them to position 10 out of 19 teams that participated 

in this Cup. 

The Margaret Court Cup (45+) team of Julie Golightly, Julie Debendahl, Fiona Medina and Chris Luhrs 

played off for positions 9-12 after the round robin section of the competition. Fiona won her singles 2 and 

3; Julie G. won her singles 2 and 0 and Julie D. and Chris won the doubles 2 and 0 to give them a clean 

sweep against Turkey, 3-0.  Its next match was against Mexico and this it won 2-1 with Chris losing the 

opening singles; Julie G. won her singles in three sets and then combined with Julie D. to win the doubles 1 

and 1  for Australia to claim the ninth position (out of 14 teams) 

The Suzanne Lenglen Cup (35+) team faced very strong competition in every match it played. The team 

which comprises Karen Kleverlaan, Nicole Smith and Karen Maddison lost all its matches, losing to Sweden 

0-2 in the play off for positions 13 and 14. 

It is great to see Australia represented in nine out of the ten Cups played in this competition. 
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